
Southernmost SFNPCC Scavenger Hunt 

RULES: 

A really fun field trip / scavenger hunt through the Fabulous Florida Keys.  This is a two day 
event, or for as long as it takes for you to shoot it. You can start as early as you need or late 
as you’re able; as long as it within those 2 days.  

A. Only members of the SFNPCC are allowed to participate in the contest, but 
non‐member guests are welcome to join us and shoot for fun. Only members can win 
the awards.  

B. Members may ride together, but this is an individual competition. 

C. Images must be created on June 3rd and/or 4th 2017, during the 2‐day scavenger hunt 
event only (from 12:01am on June 3rd to 11:59pm on June 4th). 

D. The order of photographing the challenges is up to the photographer. Not required to 
shoot in a set order.  

E. Images will be judged on overall quality and creativity.  Images will be given extra 
points for creativity. 

F. Anything goes for composition and processing. (color, monochrome, abstract, etc.) 

G. Find Robert and receive a clue to one location of your choice. 

H. Judging will be based on digital files with critique and awards given during the July 
meeting. 

I. Submitted images must be JPGs and sized 1080 pixels on the long side. Images shall 
be named with photographer’s initials, an underscore, and the challenge item number 
(1‐23):  Example: John Smith’s image of challenge 11 would be:  JS_11.jpeg 

J. A shared Scavenger Hunt folder will be created in the Dropbox folder for the 
placement of images as soon as the competition is completed (and we know all of the 
participants).  

K. Images must be submitted no later than June 30, 2017. 

And the Awards go to… 
 Best “All Items Found” Photography 

 Best Image Part/Not Part of Complete Group 

 Honorable Mention Image 


